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STABILITY ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC INVERSION
CONTROLLERS USING TIME-SCALE SEPARATION
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ASTRACT

This paper examines the closed-loop stability of a
nonlinear system using a two time-scale dynamic in-
version controller. A state-space formulation for the
system is derived, assuming the inner-loop inversion
is performed exactly. A Lyapunov analysis is then
performed to show that, under certain assumptions,
the exponential stability of the system about con-
stant commanded state values is guaranteed with a
sufficiently large inner-loop gain. For a given gain, a
method is given to estimate the domain of attraction
of the equilibrium about the commanded state values.
The primary advantage of this method over results
obtained via singular perturbation analysis is that it
provides useful estimates of the domain of attraction,
as well as a sufficient gain to guarantee stability.
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Time-scale separation exists in many dynamical
systems. Time-scale separations can arise due to
small time constants, moments of inertia, flexible
body dynamics, actuator dynamics, and many other
effects. Using the natural separation between "fast"
and "slow" variables to reduce the complexity of a
dynamical system can greatly simplify the control de-
sign and analysis problem.

There are natural time-scale separations in many
flight control problems, both in the design of attitude-
control autopilots and trajectory-optimization prob-
lems. Examples of dynamic inversion flight con-
trol using time-scale separation can be found in
[7, 8, 9, 5, 11].

Typically, the effect of time-scale separation in a
dynamical system is studied using singular perturba-
tion theory. In this method, the "fast" dynamics are
assumed to go to steady state, and the stability of the
resulting, simplified system is studied. Singular per-
turbation theory is well developed, and has been ap-
plied to many different control problems that exhibit
a time-scale separation. Detailed discussions of sin-
gular perturbation theory can be found in [1, 2, 3, 4].
A detailed discussion of the use of singular pertur-
bations and time scales in aerospace systems can be
found in [6]. This paper contains an extensive list of
references for the use of singular perturbation theory
in aerospace systems.

In this paper, the stability of a nonlinear system
with a two time-scale structure with a dynamic inver-
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sion controller is examined. The system is of a form
where the fast variables can be used as control inputs
for the slow variables. Systems of this form appear
frequently in aerospace applications. Two dynamic
inversion controllers are used, an outer-loop inversion
using the fast states as controls for the slow states,
and an inner-loop inversion using the control inputs
to control the fast states.

This paper presents a Lyapunov stability analysis
of the closed-loop system formed by the nonlinear
system and the dynamic inversion controllers. The
main result of the paper is stated as Theorem 0.1.
The proof of this theorem takes up the majority of the
paper. By assuming the fast inversion is performed
exactly, the closed-loop system can be converted into
a second-order form in the slow variables. The stabil-
ity of this state-space system is then analyzed. It is
proven that the system is exponentially stable about
constant, commanded values of the outer-loop states
for a sufficiently large inner-loop gain. A sufficient
condition for stability, and a domain of attraction
for the commanded states are calculated. A detailed
application of this type of stability analysis to an air-
to-air missile autopilot design problem can be found
in [7] and [10].

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Suppose a nonlinear system is of the form

* = f(x)+g(x)y (1)
y = h(x,y}+k(x,y)u (2)

where x are slow states, y are fast states, and u is the
control. The vectors x, y, and u are all n-dimensional
and real-valued. In this system, x is affine in y, and
y is affine in u. This is similar to the system used in
dynamic inversion control of an aircraft using a two
time-scale separation. Further suppose the following
assumptions hold:

• Assumption 1. The functions g(x) and k(x.y)
are invertible.

• Assumption 2. The functions f ( x ) , g(x),
h(x,y), and k(x,y) are finite inside a level set
of a Lyapunov function V for the system which
will be defined shortly.

• Assumption 3. The derivatives of/ (x) and g (x)
with respect to x are finite inside the level set of
V.

• Assumption 4. The desired value of x, x = xc,
is constant.

The two time-scale dynamic inversion controller for
this system is of the form:

u = k 1(x,y)(yd-h(x,y))

yc = a"1 (*) (*„.-/(*))

with

Xd = 0 (lc - X)

yd = w;7 (yc - y)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

and

0 uon

The result of the generalized stability analysis can
now be stated as Theorem 0.1.

Theorem 0.1 Suppose Assumptions 1-4 hold for the
dynamical system given by Equations 1-2. Then, with
the dynamic inversion controller specified by Equa-
tions 3- 6, the states x will be exponentially stable
about their commanded values for any gain Ui > u*.
This u* can be found from Equation 31.

Proof: The proof is presented in several steps, taking
up the balance of the paper.
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STABILITY ANALYSIS
,.,, ~ , , , . ,The first step of the proof is to convert the dynami-

cal system into a state-space system for x and x only.
The stability of this system will then be studied using
Lyapunov analysis.
-~ . , . f ej. ^ e> o j.Derivation of State-Space System
— ~ 7 ——— - —— —First, rewnte g (x) as

9 (x) = \3i (x} ,9z(x),...,gn (x)} , (7)

where gi (x) , is an nxl vector function. Then, taking
the derivative of Equation 1 with respect to time gives

The stability of this nonlinear state-space system
will now be examined.
Lyapunov Stability Analysis

The **& steP of the stability analysis is to exam-
*ne t*16 equilibria of Equations 12. It is clear from
inspection that z\ = 0, z2 = 0 is the only equilibrium
of the system.

Let V = \zTPz be a Lyapunov function candidate
for the system (12) with

Substituting y — g~l (x) (x - f (x)), yc =
g~l (x) (xd - f (x}), and y = uj (yc - y) into Equa-
tion 8 gives:

df . \d9l . dgi . dgn .
T == ——— T -4- — • y —-—T Tx dx ^[dx ' dx '•••'dx

•g-1 (x) (x-f (x)) + g (x) <*! [g~l (x)
•(xd-f(x))-g-l(x)(x-f(x))}

which simplifies to

~ — —1. • 4. f^l • fo2 • dgn .1 . .
X ~ 5xZ+[5x:r' dz*""' dxX\ ( }

.g-i(x)(x-f(x)) + uil(xd-x].

Substituting for xd and rearranging results in:
Q f

—

dgi. dg-2 . dgn .] _
~ ' ~ ' - ~ ~

(11)

Now, define * = x - xc. For constant xe> * = x.
Then define z2 = x. A state space system for z =
(zl,z%) is given by:

~ z<2

+ — — z2

X

0

kn

0.

0 0

0

kn,2n
0

k2n

where ki; kiti € 3? must be chosen to make P positive
definite. They must also all be greater than zero,

matrix P can be rewritten as four submatrices:

p =

with the obvious definitions of Pu, PIZ, and P22-
Note that the P;,-'s are diagonal, real positive defi-
mte matrices.

Taking the derivative of V along (12) gives

which, with the substitution z\ = z2, expands out to:

™ = z^P^ + z?P12z2 + zJP12z: (13)
+z2P22z2 + z?Pliz2 + z?Pi2z2

Note that z%P12zi = z?Pi2z2, and similarly for the
other terms. This allows all of the derivatives in
Equation 13 to be moved to the right sides of the
matrices. Then

1 (x) (z2 - f (x)) . V = + + + (14)
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Let z2 from Equation 12 be written as

Z2 = — (z) (15)

with
892

• v ~ ' ~ dx" ' tdx~" dx~'"'"' dx
•g-i(x)(z2-f(x}). (16)

Then, with this substitution for z2, V can be written
as

V = -MI; ~
+zj (Pll - CJ;Pi2 ~

z?P12l(z) + ztuiP22l(z). (17)

The only requirement on P is that it be positive def-
inite. Therefore, freedom exists in the choice of the
constants ki, kij. Therefore, let the &;, fc^-'s be chosen
so that

With this choice

of V. Then

V = -ui

(18)

of Pu, the
term will drop out

'12 - WiP22) 22 (19)
(20)

The first two terms of V in Equation 20 form, for a
large enough w», a negative definite quadratic form in
z. If the magnitude of this function is larger than the
magnitude of the rest of the terms on the right-hand
side of Equation 20, then V is negative definite. The
next step must be to examine these terms.
Analysis of V

Recalling Equation 16, the problematic terms in V
are

•g-l(x)(z2-f(x)).

2, and2-

3. -

Element 1: This element will create terms in V of
the form

Element 2: This element of I (z) is more complex.
The term J^ is the derivative of a matrix with re-
spect to a vector. Multiplying it by z2 results in a
matrix, every non-zero term of which is multiplied by
an element of z2. This, matrix is then multiplied by
<?-1 (x) z2, resulting in. a vector with every nonzero
term being quadratic in elements of z2. This will cre-
ate terms in V of the cubic in elements of z, all of
which are at least quadratic in elements of z2

Element 3: This element of / (z) is a vector, all of
whose non-zero elements are linear in elements of z2.
This will create some terms hi V which are quadratic
in elements of zi and z2, and some terms which are
quadratic in elements of z2.

So, zl P12l (z) + z%P22l (z) = m (z), where
2n

m(z) = +
i=l j=n+l

2n 2n

i=n+l j=n+l
2n 2n 2n

• E
i=n+l j=n+l k=

ZiZjZkdijk (21)

These coefiicients are composed of terms from Pi2,

Rewriting Equation 20 using m (z) gives:

V = -Uiz

Therefore

(P12 - z2 +m (z) .(22)

The expression for I (z) can be broken up into three
elements, which will be discussed separately: V < — o (P12 - ^P22) z2+|m (z)| .(23)
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From this development, it is clear that /(z) causes Substituting this equation into zi+n = —,
terms cubic in z to appear in V . For V to be neg- gives the maximum value for zi+n on the level set
ative definite, these terms must be bounded in some So'-
manner.

Bounds on the Elements of I (z)
The size of the elements of z can be bounded by

examining a level set of V. When a command in Substituting V0 =
x is given, this creates an inital condition ZQ in z, '
and the goal of the system is then to drive z to the
origin. This initial condition ZQ has an associated
initial value Vo for the Lyapunov function V. Let Zi0
be the initial condition for the first element of z and
define

(25)

l0 and ki =
i into Equation 25 and simplifying gives

<-\Zi+n\ <
+

Vo = ki*l

and note that VQ defines a level set So of V. HV is
negative definite inside So, then the system trajectory
will never leave this level set.

Let T> be the smallest hyperbox that contains the
level set So- The bounds on the states in T> can be
calculated from Vo- Note that the form of P is such
that the Zj and zi+n elements are decoupled from the
rest of z in the calculation of V. Since V is posi-
tive definite, the largest values of z» and zn+; in the
level set So occur when all other elements of z are
zero. The maximal value for z;+n can be found by
differentiating the equation

V =

with respect to Zi and finding

dx2

(24)

along the level set of V. Setting dz^n = 0 gives
zi+n = —£-k—Zi- Substituting back into Equation
24, results in

z; = "i,n+l
kn

\

Finally, if u-t > 1, then '

1-

i.ki+n
zio (26)

The maximum value of z»+n in 5o is proportional to
T/UJi and can be rewritten as |zj+n| < Ki

A similar development can be done for zi,i =
1, ...,n, resulting in

= <

\
*?..,

, Li T "-i, j+n
IZ10 (27)

The maximum value of Zj in So can be bounded by a
constant -ftf;, irrespective of a;.;. Without the simpli-
fication for Ui>l, it would in fact decrease slightly
with increasing wj. So, |zj| < JiTj in So-

Let T> be the hyperbox defined by Equations 26
and 27. The set V contains the level set So- If V is
negative definite (or negative semidefinite) in So, the
system trajectory will never leave So, and therefore
will never leave V . By Assumptions All and A12,
bounds on the magnitudes of the individual terms of
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V
If ' 9'1 (*)> and / (*) can be computed inside of
These bounds also will never be exceeded if V is

negative definite in SQ.
Continued Analysis of V

Each of the terms in m (z) can now be bounded
inside T> . The coefficients of the quadratic terms
can be bounded using the bounds on z\ and f£, ff ,
g~l (x), and f ( x ) . Using the bounds on the states
given in Equations 26, 27, the cubic terms in m (z)
from Equation 21 can be reduced to second order in
z. The cubic terms are of the form

2n 2n 2n

53 53 51 ZiZ.jZkdijk
i=n+l j=n+lk=n+l

and

i=l j=n+l

Using Equation 26, these terms can be individually
bounded by:

and

Therefore,

(28)

(29)

for some real constants e.y and

for some real constants /y. Note that /y = 0 if i ̂  j.
Recalling Equation 21, let A, B, C, and £ be ma-

trices such that A(i, j) = ay, B(i,j) = by, C(i,j) =
cy, and E(i,j) = ey + /y, i = j,f , j = 1, . . . ,n, and
A(*,j) = ay/2, £(z,j) = &y/2, C(z,j) = cy/2, and
E(i,y) = eu/2 + /y/2, i ^ j,ij = 1, . . . ,n. Then,
a bound for m (z) can be written in matrix form as
\m(z)\ = \zTMz\, where

Using this bound on m (z) in Equation 23 gives

+z2 (-^12) z-i + \zTMz\. (30)

The matrices Pi2l P22 and f2 are positive definite and
diagonal by construction. With the substitutions

0
Pi'2.

and

|M|
Equation 30 becomes

^<- |z l r (Qi- (31)

From Equation 31, it is clear that V is negative defi-
nite if Q = Qi — Q2 is positive definite.

The matrix Q is positive definite if all of its leading
principal minors are positive definite. The matrix Q
is composed of terms that are constant, terms that
are linear in u-t, and terms that are proportional to
T/ui. Each diagonal element of Q contains one of
these linear terms, and all of them axe on the di-
agonal. All of the terras which are linear in u>j come
from <2i and have positive coefficients. Therefore, the
n'th principal minor has a determinant of the form
Kuf +p (z), where K is a positive constant and p (z) is
composed of terms of order less than or equal to n — |
in u>». Therefore, every leading principal minor of Q
will be positive definite for a large enough Ui = w*
and Q will be positive definite in V .

Since Q is positive definite in £> , Q is positive
definite in So, a subset of V , and V is negative defi-
nite in So and the system trajectory will never leave
So- Therefore, the system (12) is exponentially sta-
ble about the origin and the original system (1,2) is
exponentially stable about x = xc. O
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SINGULAR PERTURBATION ANALYSIS

Singular perturbation theory can also be applied
to Equation 12 to analyze the stability of the system.
Using standard singular perturbation theory results,
such as those contained in [2], it is relatively sim-
ple to show that the origin of the system defined by
Equation 12 is exponentially stable for large enough
inner-loop gain w*. However, this is a local result and
does not guarantee any particular domain of attrac-
tion, as is found with the method used here.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the stability of a nonlinear system of
a certain form with a two time-scale dynamic inver-
sion controller was studied. The closed-loop system
is first converted into a form suitable for analysis.
Then, under reasonable assumptions, the system is
shown to be exponentially stable about constant com-
manded values of the slow states for a sufficiently
large gain in the inner-loop dynamic inversion con-
troller. The Lyapunov function used in the proof en-
ables the calculation of a sufficient gain to guarantee
asymptotic stability as well as a domain of attraction
around the equilibrium at the commanded values.
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